Description

Reality Shares is looking for fall term interns with experience in interactive web tool development, web data visualization, and app development that also has an interest in finance and investments. This knowledge is essential for all applicants. Experience gained in the classroom and through personal application will be accepted. In exchange, Reality Shares will provide training to receive certifications for financial software systems including Bloomberg and S&P Capital IQ. This is a paid internship ($15/hour) following successful completion of a 30-day unpaid evaluation period.

Responsibilities

- Interactive web tool development.
- Create data visualizations for the web.
- Develop mobile apps.

Requirements

Applicants should have excellent programming, web design and analytical skills (including experience with JavaScript and Python), with the ability to work in a small business environment. We are looking for students with applicable web development coursework in Computer Science or Computer Engineering.

Majors

- Computer Science.
- Computer Engineering.

How to Apply

Please email your resume to kian@realityshares.com and edysart@realityshares.com.

About Reality Shares

Reality Shares is an innovative asset management firm, exchange-traded fund (ETF) issuer, and index provider based in San Diego, CA. We aim not just to see past short-term volatility and market sentiment, but to mitigate their effect on all our products. The investment intention underlying each Reality Shares ETF is driven by market insight, backed by clear strategy, and proven through rigorous analysis and back-testing. We take pride in the financial products we create and the innovative methodologies we use to create them, such as our novel DIVCON™ indexes.